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Abstract 
Twitter can be used to promote chemists, their work, and their events to other sci-
entists and the general public. From checklists to timelines; how to use Twitter suc-
cessfully as an individual or institution is discussed. This chapter includes: examples 
of how the authors have used Twitter, how to find and use common subject tags, 
tags most used when Tweeting about chemistry and science, and a discussion about 
measuring success. Knowing when and how to Tweet will help chemists communi-
cate successfully with their peers and the general public in 280 characters or less. 
Introduction 
Social media now dominates the way that billions of people communi-
cate for personal, professional, and humanitarian purposes. With rap-
idly increasing access to the web and mobile computing devices, the 
World Health Organization (WHO) dubbed social media “a great in-
formation equalizer” being “instant and borderless,” continuing that 
social media is “… an opportunity for health professionals to explore, 
listen and engage” (1). One could easily transform this statement to 
be applicable to chemistry — social media is an opportunity for chem-
ists and chemistry educators to explore, listen, and engage. 
digitalcommons.unl.edu
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Why Twitter? 
Jack Dorsey, a co-founder of Twitter, sent out the first tweet on March 
21, 2006 (2). Since then, people have asked, “Why Twitter?” (3). In 
general, the benefits of Twitter are often said to include its dominance 
in the area of breaking news, potential for high engagement, and suc-
cinct messages due to the platform’s character limit of 280 charac-
ter, formerly 140 characters (4, 5). The reasons scientists use Twit-
ter follow these general categories and include the following: rapid 
information acquisition and dissemination, discussions on new re-
search and projects, networking and collaborating with peers within 
and across disciplines, outreach to non-scientists including the gen-
eral public, policymakers, and members of the media (6–11). “Creat-
ing a personal brand and developing a social strategy to communicate 
your science are critical building blocks for maintaining profession-
alism across new form of media,” asserts Jennifer Maclachlan, Chair 
of the ACS Committee on Public Relations & Communications (12). In 
this chapter, we will present how-tos, tips, and suggestions for using 
Twitter, both as an individual and as an institution. 
Getting Set-Up 
Both individual and institutional accounts can take a variety of forms 
and it is important for individuals and institutions to consider the 
identity that they want to shape. Individuals may wish to have a 
strictly professional account; sharing and discussing only work prod-
ucts and projects, research, discipline-related news items, and joining 
and/or monitoring conversations relevant to their professional areas 
of interest. Other individual Twitter users may wish to mix profes-
sional with a more general lifestyle bend. Institutional accounts tend 
to lean toward the strictly professional. 
A “strictly professional” account does not mean that personality, 
humor, empathy, etc. is forbidden. As with everyday professional and 
personal conversations one must consider: the situation, the broader 
context, the audience, the communication goals, then select your 
speech to suit. Institutions often have a public relations strategy in 
place. These communications policies and professionals will shape 
and inform the institutional social media presence. Individuals have 
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many educational resources at their disposal. Resources include: insti-
tutional guidelines; professional society training, best practices, and 
resources. There is also a wealth of popular and scholarly resources. 
In addition, individuals can strategically evaluate and model their ac-
tions based on select Twitter accounts of chemists provided in a va-
riety of lists (13–15). 
Every Twitter account has a profile, which consists of the follow-
ing basic features: username, biography/description, profile image, 
and header image. 
The first step of starting a new Twitter account is determining 
a username. Institutions may have a rule or guideline in place for 
usernames, requiring reference to the institution and program/unit/
department. For example, the official Twitter account for the Uni-
versity of Nebraska - Lincoln Department of Chemistry is @UNLChe-
mistry. Individual chemists who use Twitter tend to take three routes 
in choosing a handle: a) using their name, ex. @SibrinaCollins, @Dr-
Qualls; b) using some reference to science, ex. @ChemJobber, @bio-
chembelle, @DrRubidium; c) or some combination of the two, ex. @
DrBoyd_Chemist. Twitter allows users to change their handle at will, 
but requires usernames be less than 15 characters (16). 
When selecting a username, chemists should distinguish them-
selves. It is a good idea to search Twitter for one’s desired handle to 
see if there is a strikingly similar username for another account. For 
instance, consider a chemist named “Jamal Smith” that goes with user-
name strategy ‘a)’ and desires the user name “@jsmith17”. In search-
ing Twitter, they may find there already exists a “@jsmith18”, “@
jsmith71, and “@jsmith177”. Given the plethora of similar usernames, 
it is a best to go back to the Twitter username drawing board. Avoid 
simply adding more numbers (e.g. @jsmith171117). Such handles are 
considered poorly named and can be associated with fake or bot Twit-
ter accounts used by that spammers (17, 18). If this strategy does not 
work, it is best to use strategy ‘b)’ or ‘c)’. Jamal Smith happens to be 
a spectroscopist. Jamal may select usernames “@specsmith” or “@
specjamal”, employing username strategy ‘c)’. 
Armed with a username it is time to tackle the biography/descrip-
tion portion of the profile. A Twitter biography/description includes 
three main parts: profile name, biography/description text, and a URL 
field. There is a 160 character limit for biography/description text 
(19). As with usernames, institutions may have guidelines. An example 
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of institutional guidelines is mandating a strictly informational de-
scription. The University of Minnesota Chemistry Department Twitter 
account, @UMNChemistry, has “Chemistry Department” in the name 
field (20). “The official Twitter page of the Department of Chemis-
try in the College of Science & Engineering at the University of Min-
nesota” is in the biography/description field (20). The department’s 
website (chem.umn.edu) is listed as their URL (20). 
Many individuals on Twitter use their first and last name for their 
profile name, but this is not a requirement and a user can select their 
profile name. If avoiding the use of one’s full name, we recommend 
creating a profile name by applying the username creation strategies 
detailed above (21–23). 
The 160 character biography text limit is a benefit rather than a 
limitation (24). A Twitter bio is not a curriculum vitae, resume, or 
biosketch. A Twitter biography is like an elevator pitch. People use 
this space to identify their specific discipline along with other related 
work or personal interests. Because of the character limit, some us-
ers stick to one to three sentences. They may also skip complete sen-
tences for a collection of descriptive phrases, or use a mix of complete 
sentences and descriptive phrases. Our spectroscopist, Jamal Smith, 
has a mixed style biography. “Lightsmith that studies how atoms are 
connected. Staff scientist. Coffee lover. Comic book fan.” This bio is 
light-hearted and shows personality, but highlights Jamal’s scientific 
expertise. Social media is used to reach scientists and nonscientists. 
Creating a well-rounded profile that highlights our interests and per-
sonality enables us to connect with our discipline-specific peers, and 
those with whom we share mutual interests. 
The URL is optional for non-verified Twitter accounts, but posting 
a URL can be a good way to connect other users with their lab web-
site, online CV, a personal blog, LinkedIn profile, etc. 
Twitter is a highly visual medium. This starts with your profile. 
Your profile will have two different images, your profile image and 
your header. Your profile image is a small image that represents you 
on each tweet or direct message (DM) you send. The header is the 
landscape orientated long image at the top of your profile page. Twit-
ter recommends that profile images be 400x400 pixels, while header 
images should be 1500x500 pixels (19). A profile picture may be a 
picture of you, but it could be an image that you think represents you 
or your work. Our top tips for your profile or header images are that 
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they be of high quality, conform to the required dimensions, and fit 
the themes outlined in your bio (25–27). They should be images you 
would be happy to have splashed on the six o’clock news. 
If you use stock images or images floating around the web, beware 
of image ownership and copyright. There are a variety of free stock 
images sights with agreeable copyright terms. One easy way to find 
images is to use a Creative Commons search, selecting the boxes “use 
for commercial purposes” and “modify, adapt, or build upon” boxes 
next to the statement “I want something that I can …” that is adja-
cent to the search query box. One way around copyright confusion is 
to use an image you have created! The average smartphone can take 
high quality images. Photos you have taken will likely showcase your 
interests and personality best. What types of images do chemists use 
for their profile and header? All sorts! Take a spin about chemistry 
Twitter for inspiration — but do not take too long in posting your own 
profile and header image. Twitter accounts with the stand-in egg im-
age instead of a personalized profile image are often judged to be 
spam/bot/fake accounts, which are often blocked by individual Twit-
ter users and add-on programs geared to blocking spam/bot/fake ac-
counts (28). 
Get Tweeting 
Whether a new or continuing Twitter user, a good place to start is the 
Twitter Help Center pages Using Twitter and The Twitter glossary (29, 
30). When we jumped into chemistry, we had to learn terminology 
and basic tasks. The same goes for Twitter. Fear not, many chemists 
will find it easier than nomenclature! Beyond terminology and basic 
tasks, new users are often wondering … “What should I/we tweet?” 
Institutional 
Institutional tweeting in this context is broadly defined as working 
on behalf of a larger group or organization. Examples of these groups 
include: departments, programs, projects, and campus units such as 
libraries and research centers, along with professional organizations, 
corporations, philanthropic organizations, and government agencies. 
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Institutions tweet about: notable employees and alumni; scientific ad-
vances developed at the institutions; new initiatives and programs; 
institutional history, upcoming events, successful events, and services 
they offer. They do this as part of their public relations strategy, spe-
cifically to be where their users are. By occupying social media space, 
institutions can present their goals, people, programs, projects, and 
events to their community and wider public, plus monitor what oth-
ers are saying about them. 
One example of using Twitter by an organization to promote chem-
istry related content is the University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries 
(UNL Libraries). Social media supports the overall communication 
plan of UNL Libraries by sharing content about their services, re-
sources, and events. As an example, we will focus on the UNL Libraries 
program SciPop Talks!, which is an interactive speaker series co-spon-
sored by the UNL chemistry department (31). SciPop Talks! features 
scientists who give short interactive presentations on diverse topics 
such as alien biochemistry and the chemistry of Harry Potter (31). Pro-
motion of SciPop Talks!, as well as other events at the UNL Libraries, 
social media channels on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram, as well as 
a blog, are used in addition to more traditional media methods (31). 
The UNL Libraries social media accounts are managed and maintained 
by the Community Engagement Librarian (co-author J. Barnes) and 
her student employees (called “peer guides”) (31, 32). Having a single 
social media manager, or an in sync team, is especially important so 
that a there is consistency in branding, general style and tone. Hav-
ing a team, rather than one person, allows for multiple point persons 
who can be contacted with questions, concerns, and aggregate content. 
It may be appealing to have multiple people responsible for tweet-
ing from an institution account, but it is imperative to have a single 
person manage a social media team, employing policies and guide-
lines well-known to the team. UNL Libraries initially created a de-
centralized tweeting system composed of volunteers which lasted two 
years. The lack of consistent postings and branding led to a more cen-
tralized coordination of social media channels under the Community 
Engagement Librarian, who worked with peer guides to help write, 
post, and monitor the UNL Libraries social media accounts (32). Re-
turning to our SciPop Talks! example, peer guides write tweets about 
SciPop Talks!, which are reviewed by the Community Engagement Li-
brarian prior to posting. Besides contributing tweet text, peer guides 
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serve as a tweet reviewers to ensure that tweets are written for a gen-
eral audience, striking the desired balance between being informative 
and fun. Hashtag research (see Hashing it out) is conducted by peer 
guides. The UNL Libraries team uses a content calendar spreadsheet 
arranged by date for managing all tweets and Twitter related content, 
with the spreadsheet serving as an offline record of the institutional 
Twitter account (32). 
The UNL Libraries provides training to all peer guides tasked with 
social media responsibilities. Peer guide training includes outlining re-
sponsibilities, defining social media engagement, clearly stating expec-
tations surrounding the Libraries’ brand and voice, and other timely 
social media related issues. Peer guides are given a procedure man-
ual that contains detailed instructions related to social media tasks 
and the use of various software used to create and monitor market-
ing communications (e.g. Hootsuite). All peer guides with access to 
the social media accounts read and sign a social media contract. The 
contract helps them fully understand the responsibilities of represent-
ing the UNL Libraries’ voice online. The University Libraries’ social 
media contract is a version of a contract developed by Tyler Thomas, 
the social media specialist and content creator working in University 
of Nebraska-Lincoln’s Communications Office. Thomas developed a 
similar contract for use with other students assigned to campus so-
cial media (32). 
Returning to our SciPop Talks! example, peer guides assist with 
Twitter in two main ways — promotion of the speaker series and real 
time live-tweeting each presentation. Promotion of the spring series of 
SciPop Talks! actually begins in the Fall, with a special talk scheduled 
near Halloween (31). A preview of the series is shared in the form of 
a print and digital flyer. The peer guides promote the series talk line-
up starting at the beginning of the Spring semester. Heavy rotation 
of promotion on social media starts two weeks before the first talk. 
The frequency of promotional posts on Twitter usually begins several 
days in a row before each talk. Promotional images include posters 
created by the UNL Libraries’ graphic designer. Beyond promotion, 
live-tweeting is a key task peer guides perform. By live-tweeting in-
teresting facts and points discussed by each speaker, the peer guide 
is bringing the UNL Libraries audience to the event — even if they are 
thousands of miles away! The peer guides also respond to tweeting 
audience members or tweeps following the speaker series hashtag 
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#scipoptalks (see Hashing it out below). During the first year of Sci-
Pop Talks, the live-tweeting added a richness of content to the UNL 
Libraries’ Twitter account. Some posts from the talks went semi-viral. 
Audience members as far away as Turnin, Italy followed the tweets. 
Live-tweeting provides another way for institutions to engage with 
their immediate communities and a wider audience. 
Twitter presents a special challenge for people or organizations 
trying to communicate because of the limitations of any form of com-
munication. UNL Libraries’ experience is no different than any other 
institution. The UNL Libraries’ goal, as is the goal of many Twitter 
users, is to use Twitter to inform, engage, and interact. Through the 
years of Twitter account administration, the UNL Libraries developed 
the Twitter checklist below that enumerates several things to consider 
when using Twitter as an institution. 
Checklist of Things to Consider 
• What is your purpose? 
• What should you tweet? 
• How often will you tweet? 
• Who will tweet from your account? 
• Who will monitor the account? 
• What are your guidelines for tweeting? 
• Do you have an image to attach to your tweet? 
• How will you respond if someone is offended or dislikes what 
you are tweeting about? 
• How will you use twitter for special events? 
• Will you live tweet to allow people to follow and engage your 
events? 
• Will you complete real time Q&As on Twitter 
• Who will be the interview subject(s)? 
• How many people will participate? (need at least 2) 
• Who will be the Twitter moderator to ask questions? 
• Who will track real time questions from followers? 
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Individuals 
Individual chemists often utilize Twitter as a professional resource. 
The benefits of Twitter echo the benefits of scientific conferences and 
meetings; opportunities are present for networking, sharing one’s sci-
ence, learning more about the science of others, sharpening commu-
nication skills, and fraternizing around similar goals and experiences. 
The personal and professional motivations to use Twitter often over-
lap. Using Twitter to network, for example, can serve the purpose of 
building relationships that can advance one’s career while building 
support systems for encouragement and guidance. 
There are tools to enhance an individual’s experience with Twit-
ter. Lists allow an individual account to curate, categorize, share, and 
access other Twitter accounts of interest (33). Moments allow an in-
dividual account to create and share stories (34). 
As detailed earlier in this chapter, institutions and organizations 
benefit from using Twitter to live-tweet their events, host Twitter 
Q&As, or host open chats. Individuals on Twitter capitalize on the op-
portunities to follow events that they are unable to attend for vari-
ous reasons. For example, chemists from all over the world were able 
to follow the first ACS Asia Pacific International Chapters Conference 
through Twitter. Similarly, Twitter Q&As allow individuals to follow 
interviews of other chemists. Q&As provide opportunities for individ-
uals to be interviewed about their work, education, and/or broader 
interests. Open twitter chats can be used for science outreach and 
engagement, conversations on different chemistry disciplines, and 
networking in general. Using Twitter to network has led to multiple 
Twitter communities coalescing around disciplines, identities, special 
interests, and much more. 
Whether you are following live tweets of events or Q&As, engag-
ing in open chats, or participating in a Twitter community, you are 
sure to use hashtags. For individuals, particularly those new to Twit-
ter, hashtags are one of the most efficient ways to find other chem-
ists. Chemists who wished to follow the ACS Asia Pacific International 
Chapters Conference through Twitter could search the hashtag #ACS_
APICC. Several public engagement hashtags are used to connect chem-
ists directly to individuals in the lay public. 
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Hashing It Out 
Hashtags, or “tags” for short, are words or phrases starting with a 
# symbol (e.g. #FridayFeeling) that function as keywords on Twit-
ter (35). Hashtags allow people to find, follow, and track specific top-
ics, content, and events of interest. Hashtags are not case sensitive, 
but are often mixed case for style. Examples of hashtags popular with 
chemists are listed below. 
• #Chemistry 
• #ChemEd 
• #SciComm – Science Communication 
• #SciPol or #SciencePolicy 
• #ScienceEd or #scied 
• #STEM – Science, Technology, Engineering, Math/Medicine 
• #STEAM – Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math/Med-
icine. Note: this hashtag may also be used for in reference to 
the STEAM online gaming platform, or steam engine powered 
related content 
• #RealTimeChem 
• #BLACKandSTEM (created and curated by co-author S. Page) 
• #LatinxInSTEM 
• #NativeSci 
Individuals and institutions involved in the chemical enterprise 
will often tag tweets using the hashtags above for the purpose of con-
tributing to ongoing conversations and engaging with hashtag’s com-
munity. This is one way to network, inform, collaborate, and generally 
amplify one’s personal or institutional brand. Following a particular 
tag, such as #scied, #RealTimeChem, or #scipol, can help one stay up-
to-date on current events of relevance to their careers and related in-
terests. Professional event hashtags also allow chemists to virtually 
attend when they are unable to attend in-person. 
When you are tweeting as an individual or for an institution, you 
should carefully select which hashtags you will use based on individ-
ual or institutional goals. Never use a hashtag without investigating 
it first. This is as simple as clicking on the tag and scanning the top 
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content, plus googling the tag. This type of investigation is also key 
when created tags for conversations, events, and program you — or 
your institution — are originating. Checking to see if a hashtag is in 
use is critical to avoiding political faux paus, some hashtags might 
seem innocent to you but may have negative connotations that your 
group would want to avoid being associated with. Even if the associa-
tion is not negative, it may simply be so unrelated to your content that 
you or your institution would be best served using another hashtag. 
In order to track and publicize a specific conversation, event, or 
program, it is a good idea to use both a unique hashtag and/or a well-
known hashtag. As an example, chapter authors Burks, Deards, and 
Barnes co-organize SciPop Talks!, an informal science education talk 
series at the intersection of science and pop culture. Our unique tag 
is #scipoptalks and pop culture tags related to each specific talk’s 
pop culture tie-in were used. The tags #HarryPotter and #Hogwarts 
were included in tweets about Dr. Rebecca Lai’s chemistry of Harry 
Potter talks, and #GoT was used for co-author Dr. Raychelle Burks’ 
tweets about the chemistry of Game of Thrones. By targeting related 
and popular hashtags, you can expand the reach of your local event 
and more people who are not involved are likely to see your tweets. 
While this may seem unlikely at first, the authors once received a 
phone call asking for an event to be recorded by a scientist half-way 
around the world who saw a tweet about our speaker on Twitter and 
really wanted to view the talk. This interest helped us secure funding 
to record, edit, and subtitle select talks, and lead to other outreach 
collaborations. 
As with #scipoptalks, your event title may make a suitable hashtag. 
Keep the following four things in mind as you brainstorm possible 
hashtags: 
• Short hashtags (10 characters or less) leave more space for con-
tent within a tweet 
• Hashtags should be easy to remember 
• Hashtags should be reusable from year to year or easily modi-
fied with the addition of a year or location so that people as-
sociate it with you, your program or institution. Ex. #Sci-
PopTalks, #ACSNOLA, and #SfN17 
• Investigate hashtags before publicly adopting. 
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As mentioned previously, investigating tags is key. It is also a good 
policy to ask a diverse selection of coworkers if they can think of any 
negative connotations associated with the hashtag. If a hashtag gives 
your respondents pause, then that hashtag should no longer be under 
consideration. Once you have chosen your unique hashtag, it is impor-
tant to start using it as soon as possible and encourage others to use 
it. This serves three functions — staking claim to the tag, consistency 
in branding, and easy tracking of your content by yourself and others.
 
Suggested Timeline for Live Tweeting/Advertising an Event 
1. Answer the question: Is this as small or large event? 
 a. Small Event 
  i. Start tweeting about your event at least 2 weeks in advance 
  ii. Tweet information about your event at least 2-4 times a   
  week 
 b. Large Event 
  i. If registration is required, tweet registration information/  
  links 2-3 times per week 
  ii. Move to step 2 
2. For the months leading up to your event, tweet out information at 
least 2-3 times per month. 
3. Within 4 weeks of your event, increase tweeting to once a week. 
4. Within 2 weeks of your event, increase tweeting to twice a week. 
5. Within 1 week of your event, increase tweeting to advertise event. 
 a. Tweet at least three times during the week. 
 b. Tweet the day before the event. 
 c. Tweet out reminders the day of the event. 
6. Live tweet your event (see Live Tweeting Checklist above). 
7. Create a moment from tweets about your event to capture inter-
actions (34). 
 a. Tweet out the link to your moment so people can continue to 
access details of your event 
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Handling Feedback 
Even with good intentions we can make communication missteps and 
end up causing offense and harm. Institutions usually have policies in 
place about how to handle both criticism and praise received via so-
cial media, email, website comment boards, etc. For individuals and 
institutions, the recommended steps for handling online missteps re-
sembles those for handling offline missteps: be sincere, be brief, and 
do not forget the lesson learned (21, 22). 
As chemists, we can experience pushback on posts that we think 
of as widely accepted facts by the scientific community. These areas 
of pushback are often discussed by professional organizations. These 
organizations often provide suggested talking points, communication 
strategies, and materials to members and/or the general public. The 
American Chemical Society(ACS) has issued a position statement on 
global climate change and developed the ACS Climate Science Toolkit 
(23, 36). Consulting such resources can help when broaching chem-
istry topics that routinely see similar push back to climate change. 
Many professional societies offer online and in-person communica-
tion training, including on social media strategies. Chemists can take 
advantage of these opportunities, often offered at no cost to the in-
dividual. Evaluating and modeling select chemists’ Twitter accounts 
will provide examples of a variety of strategies for crafting one’s per-
sonal style and approach to tweeting (13–15). 
In addition to missteps and scientific push back, individuals from 
traditionally underrepresented and marginalized groups are routinely 
targeted for online harassment (37–45). The groups include but are 
not limited to: people of color, women, LGBTQIA, differently abled 
people, and religious groups (37–45). This type of harassment is cat-
egorized as trolling. According to Merriam-Webster, to troll is “to an-
tagonize (others) online by deliberately posting inflammatory, ir-
relevant, or offensive comments or other disruptive content” (46). 
Individuals and institutions should have a “troll policy”, i.e. a policy on 
handling trolling. Remember, trolling is not negative feedback. Troll-
ing goes above and beyond criticism, and can include adult language, 
slurs, and threats of bodily injury or death. A popular piece of advice 
for dealing with trolling is “Don’t feed the trolls” (47). This advice 
warns against engaging people who are trying to force you to react to 
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their attacks, because your reaction is typically what they are seeking 
(47). Another school of thought discusses how “don’t feed the troll” 
places the responsibility for trolling and trolls of the recipient of the 
attacks and silence the recipient (48). Instead of being silent, an in-
dividual or institution may choose active informed resistance in the 
form of a response tweet. 
Whether one ignores trolling or not, an individual or institution 
should have their own troll policy which allows for flexibility to meet 
goals and immediate social media needs. Online communication re-
quires thoughtful consideration. As with negative feedback, institu-
tions will develop a trolling policy that conforms to the overall com-
munication and harassment policies of the institution, but is cognizant 
of the unique realities of social media. For individuals, developing a 
troll policy may seem a daunting task. Consider this: What is your pol-
icy for dealing with hecklers at a talk? What is a strategy for in-per-
son trolling that you are familiar with that conforms to your personal 
needs and overall communication goals? Do you know someone of-
fline or online who has effective consistent strategies? Adopting and 
revising existing successful strategies to the online environment is a 
good starting place. 
Twitter provides additional options for dealing with trolls in the 
form of blocking and muting accounts (49, 50). When blocked, a troll 
cannot view your tweets or follow your account within Twitter (49). If 
you were following the account, blocking also unfollows that account 
(49). Muting an account removes the account’s tweets from your time-
line, but the account can still follow your account (50). 
Reporting the behavior of trolls, especially if they are making 
threatening statements, is important. You can even report trolls dis-
playing antagonizing other accounts. The violations that you can re-
port to Twitter, and how to report different violations, are listed in 
the Twitter Help Center’s Twitter Rules and policies (51). 
Putting It All Together: Defining Success Using Twitter 
How does one define success? Many self- and team-help books, blogs, 
and workshops have tackled this topic. Like many others, we think 
success comes down to goals, tasks, and metrics. Did you accom-
plish tasks in furtherance of your goals? If your goal with Twitter 
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is to engage with our professional peers, selected communities, and 
the general public, how do you measure that? Are your tweets about 
your work, programs, projects, and events getting through to the 
Twitter communities you want to reach? To begin to answer these 
questions, you can consult your Twitter analytics provided by Twit-
ter (52). Twitter makes analytics available through your profile drop 
down menu option “Analytics” and a bar chart icon for the Twitter 
phone app. Twitter tracks number of users who: saw a particular 
tweet as “impressions”; interacted with a tweet as “engagements”; 
accessed content in a tweet and much more! On the main analytics 
page is a chart of the last 28 days, but you can review data from pre-
vious months as well. 
The Twitter definition of the term “impressions” is the number 
of times the users saw the tweet or hashtag on Twitter. That num-
ber is usually significantly higher than engagement and increases 
the likelihood of an interaction. While more people may see a tweet, 
but not engage, that tweet may still make an impression. Engage-
ment is the measure of user interaction with a tweet through syn-
thesizing data on: 
• Number of re-tweets (sharing of tweets through twitter) 
• Number of likes 
• Number of replies 
• Number of times links or hashtags were accessed 
• Number of times a tweet was expanded 
When evaluating the success of a tweet or twitter campaign (e.g. 
live-tweet), you could use each tweet’s impressions and/or engage-
ments as a measure of success. Engagements include retweets, replies, 
account follows, tweet expansion, etc. and each is evaluated by twit-
ter. You could evaluate each type of engagement and impression, along 
with changes in follower count, using any or all as success metrics (52). 
If you created a hashtag, one could utilize the tag-related analytics for 
success metrics. Analytics also includes a quantification of your “reach” 
— the number of accounts (whether they follow you or not) who can 
see your tweets. Your account’s analytics page is a treasure trove of 
data and charts that can be incorporated into post-event reports, an-
nual social media account reviews, etc. Did you create a buzz? Twitter 
analytics is a good place to see if you got Twitter talking! 
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Success can be further defined by considering the purpose behind 
your tweets during a certain time period. Returning to our example 
of SciPop Talks!, the goal is informal science education with an em-
phasis on popular culture. Success in this case is not only defined by 
the number of impressions and engagements, but also the types of 
accounts engaging and reading the tweets. When accounts of non-
scientists and pop culture enthusiasts are measurably engaging and 
learning from tweets, that is an indicator of success for SciPop Talks! 
Twitter analytics are not just for institutions. All of the information 
above can provide you with valuable insight into how other Twitter 
users are interacting with your tweets and which tweets are creating 
a stir. If you tweet a link to your latest publication or your latest proj-
ect announcement, you can track that tweet’s impressions and engage-
ments to see if this content is attracting attention, driving conversa-
tion, and attracting followers. If these were your goals, analytics will 
help determine if you have succeeded. 
Twitter analytics not only provide measures of success, they pro-
vide points of reflection as you refine your Twitter strategies in order 
to meet your publicity and engagement goals. Examine your Twitter 
history: Which content was popular? What fell flat? You may be sur-
prised! However, reviewing of analytics allows you to refine and tai-
lor your message. Much like giving a practice talk, getting feedback, 
and tweaking your presentations for your desired impact — you should 
learn and evolve your Twitter strategies. As with other forms of com-
munication, Twitter takes consideration, work, review, and revision. 
Much like developing an engaging speaking style and becoming an ef-
fective communicator, working at Twitter has its benefits. 
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